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Abstract–The Frequency Assignment Problem is
assignment of frequencies or channels to establish link
between base station and mobile transmitter in cellular
system. To avoid interference, minimum separation between
assigned frequencies is required. This problem is NP-hard.
Due to limited availability of spectrum and reuse of same
frequencies at different geographical locations, an excellent
assignment is to be done, which must satisfy electromagnetic
constraints with respect to demand in each cell. This paper
presents a novel DGWCHD algorithm for frequency
assignment problem in cellular radio networks. The objective
is to assign the frequency satisfying electromagnetic
constraints for given demand with minimum use of frequency
bandwidth. The proposed algorithm is based on real wild
animal such as dog’s intelligent strategies during chasing and
hunting their prey. The proposed algorithm is implemented
on benchmark Kunz’s test problems, which are practical
FAP problems based on area around 25 regions in Helsinki,
Finland. The DGWCHD algorithm has been used for call
ordering and FEA strategy for assignment. The performance
of the proposed novel DGWCHD algorithm has been
compared with other nature inspired techniques. The results
obtained are very optimistic and encouraging.

Keywords — Chasing & Hunting, Computational
intelligence, Dog Group Wild Chase and Hunt Drive
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over  the past years, due to tremendous  increase in
number of users and their demand for both voice and data
services, more and more discrete channels are required to
cope with situation. On other hand, available
electromagnetic spectrum is limited, the cost of which may
be very high. The main problem of planning and operating
a mobile communication system is the selection of
compatible frequencies to be reused for different channels.
The channel plan should utilize the all available
frequencies with minimum interference due to co-channel
and adjacent channel operation. Various other nets are
already present in that area, so the new assignments must
be compatible not only with each other but with the old
ones as well. The numbers of channels are required to
fulfill the demand with minimum span of frequencies. It
can be obtained by good assignment. The objective of the
work is to utilize minimum span using this computational
technique for excellent assignment of channels. There are
some good approaches are described in the literature [13]-
27].This paper is a step forward in this direction. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives a brief description of Dog’s and their behavior while
Section III describes the algorithm based on chasing &

hunting methodology adopted by dogs. Section IV outlines
the implementation of algorithm for solving MSFAP
benchmark problems. Section V outlines computational
experiments undertaken and the results and comparison
with other nature inspired algorithms. Finally, the
conclusions and future directions are outlined in Section
VI.

II. WILD DOGS AND THEIR BEHAVIOR

A dog is very active, loyal and sensible animal. There
are five main sensing organs gifted to dogs: nose (smell),
ears (hearing), tongue (bark), eyes (sight) and skin (touch).
The first three senses are highly developed, while others
are deficient compared with those of humans [1], [2], [3],
[4].
Sense of Smell: Olfaction, the act of smelling, is a dog's
primary sense. Dog's sense of smell is by far the most
acute and is immeasurably better than that of humans.
Humans have about 40 million olfactory receptors only,
versus 2 billion for a dog. Dogs have an estimated 125-220
million scent cells and can use each nostril independently
and thus, are good at distinguishing one odour from
another [4], [5], [6].  They can detect one drop of blood in
five quarts of water, drugs, explosives, and scents
effectively [3].

Sense of hearing: Dogs have very acute sense of hearing
and can hear sounds up to a frequency of 60,000 Hz. A
dog’s ears can move independently from each other, which
gives him greater capability to determine direction and
cause of sound that helps him to pinpoint rapidly the exact
location of a sound [8]. Dogs can also shut off their inner
ear in order to filter out distracting sounds. Additionally,
the dogs are able to identify a sound's location much faster
and can hear sounds up to four times the distance than
humans.

Wild Dogs search and hunt for food/prey in small
groups, divided into two categories, called chasers and
hunters. Chasers are excellent searchers and detectors of
food. The prey’s position may be static (in sleeping state)
or dynamic (moving randomly or in a planned manner to
escape). They use their senses like smell & hearing and
follow the direction of maximum smell intensity of prey
and barking of fellow members of their group for
searching and chasing the food-targets/preys. They also
use smell to decode scent left by other animals, friend or
foe, predator or prey [7],[9]. But, they are not good
hunters and cannot run as fast as food-targets to catch and
kill them. Hunters use their senses like hearing the barking
level/type, direction of sound of chasers, taking position
accordingly to hunt the prey. Hunters hear barking sound
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of chasers and take their position based on the level of
barking intensity moving around outside the hunting field.
Hunters then, assess the health of the prey and run to
catch/kill them. Therefore, the dogs have divided their
jobs as per their physical capabilities.

III. DOG GROUP WILD CHASE AND HUNT

DRIVE (DGWCHD) ALGORITHM

The design principle of the algorithm is inspired from
chasing and hunting strategies of Wild Dogs [25]. The
chasers search and drive the prey away from their home
and the hunters make use of barking level of the chasers
and health of the prey to judge and catch it.
A. Artificial Hunting field:

Fig.1. Artificial Hunting Field

As shown in Fig. 1, Artificial Chaser Dogs act as agents
who move in the field for searching the food target in
different directions at random and chase the prey. The
hunters stand outside the field, watch the situation, move
and trace the area /path based on movement of Chasers
and their respective barking level. When the Hunter is
confident that the prey’s health is exhausted and can be
trapped, it pounces upon the prey and catches it. This
process continues until all the prey are hunted or the left
over’s have run away successfully for survival.
B. The mathematical model of the algorithm:

The hunting field is divided into many sections, each
identified by a mark called node as shown in Figure 1.
Artificial Chaser Dog behavior:

The Chasers initially assume that each node is having a
prey. The smell of each prey at node j initially taken as S
and  sij as smell of  prey at node j, is inversely
proportional to the distance between j  from the Chaser at
node i. The barking level of the Chaser when it moves
from node i to j is denoted by . Initial value of ‘Health’
of each prey is assumed as H which decreases as the prey
is chased and is exhausted due to running away from the
chaser. The health of prey at node j, as seen by the chaser
at node i is designated as .

The probability, pk of selecting jth node by the kth Chaser
present at node i, is calculated by the probabilistic function
given below:

= for i≠j   .. (1)

= 0 for i = j

Where k, varies from 1 to nc, (nc is number of Chasers)
, : smell of prey at node j, received by the Chaser at

node i
, Cumulative Barking level of chaser in the direction of

i and j
, Health of prey at node j as seen from node i

n, total no. of nodes
α, weight-age of barking level
β, weight-age of Smell level
γ, weight-age of Health of prey

While chasing, the prey tries to escape by running away.
Consequently, it gets exhausted and its health decreases
depending upon the distance it has to run. It is assumed
that the maximum distance that the prey runs is equal to
that of the chaser. The health of the prey when chaser runs
through a distance from node i to j is updated based on
equation given below:

= -d (i, j) …  (2)
Where, d (i, j) is a function of distance from node i to j.

The barking level of Chasers along a path from node i to
j is updated based on equation 3.

= * ф ……... (3)
Where, Ф is reduction/fading factor of barking level.

For collective decision barking levels in different
directions gives the commutative effect

= …. (4)
Where,
λ : the ratio of  lower bound /assumed optimal distance
Dk to MDk

Dk : the total distance covered by kth chaser to chase all
prey present.
MDk : the min (Dk) taken as the updated tour length for
hunter
nh, : Total no. of hunters
Artificial Hunter Dog behavior:

The Hunters stand outside the field, watch the situation,
move and trace the area /path based on movement of
Chasers and their respective barking level. When the
Hunter is confident that the prey’s health is exhausted and
can be trapped, it pounces upon the prey and catches it.
Hunting choice path array for a hunter, is

calculated using equation (5)

= … (5)

The Hunter updates the Hunted Path Array from the
Hunting choice array using equation (6)

………     (6)

where, is the hunting threshold decision value.

The Value ‘1’ indicates the path is hunted, and ‘0’
indicates otherwise.

The algorithm is repeated for all Hunters till all the
preys are hunted and optimal solution is found.
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IV. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHM

FOR SOLVING MS-FAP BENCHMARK

PROBLEMS

A. Problem    Description:
The different classes of constraints: geographical

constraints, operational constraints and electromagnetic
compatibility constraints. The frequency assignment is not
an easy method. Some necessary constraints/requirements
are to be satisfied in every method/technique for frequency
assignment.

We have selected the Kunz’s test problems which are
practical FAP derived from traffic density data of an actual
24X 21 km area around Helsinki, Finland. The final set of
test problems is derived from the topographical data of an
actual 24 21 km area around Helsinki, Finland, as used by
Kunz. These problems are among the most studied FAP
instances.

Minimize number of channel /no. of frequencies used
for given requirement for a model, while satisfying all
requests with no interference is classified as minimum
span frequency assignment problem (MSFAP).
Given N : the number of cells

, 1≤ i ≤    N: the number of requested calls (demands)
in cell i,

,1 ≤  i,  j≤ N :the frequency separation required
between a call in cell i and a call in cell j
Find: , 1≤ i   ≤    N , 1≤ k   ≤ : the frequency
assigned  to the    call in cell j
such that subject to the separation constraints,
│ - │≥ , for all i;j;k; l

except for i=j and k=l,
minimize
Max for all i;k
Demand D: (10  11  9  5  9  4  5  7  4  8  8  9 10  7  7  6
4  5  5  7  6  4   5  7  5)

Table I :  Compatibility Separation Matrix [25×25]

B. Dog Wild Chase Hunt Drive Algorithm for MS-
FAP:

The transposition of the original methodology to our
problem is obtained in the following way:

The concept of state is associated with that of partial
solution, while a move is defined as the order of call.
Every chaser dog constructs a solution by examining the
demand in each cell and choosing at each move to attend
call to the currently examined transmitter according to
equation 6 with additional heuristic information multiplier
with weight age   β+ of compatibility matrix distance as
equation 7.

The probability, pk of selecting jth cell by the kth chaser
present at cell i, is calculated by the probabilistic function
given below:

= for i≠j

..(7)
= 0 for i = j

Where k, varies from 1 to nc, (nc is number of chasers)
, smell of prey at node j, received by the chaser at node i
, Cumulative Barking level of chaser in the direction of

i and j
, Health of prey at node j as seen from node i

ci j, Channel separation distance
n, Total no. of nodes
α, weight age of Barking level
β, weight age of Smell level
β+, weight age of channel separation distance
γ, weight age  of Health of prey

Now new cell is j and chaser proceeds further with the
strategy as above for the next moves for assignment till all
the requirements are fulfilled. Instead of defining barking
and health levels on moves (i, j) as in the original
DWCHD model, these are defined them on call order
pairs. It gives an indication of how proficient it has been in
the past to call order sequence. Once solutions are
available, the barking and health update for move will be
obtained by substituting within equation (2),  (3) and (4). .
Hunted call order is done as equation (5) and (6).For
assignment, FEA strategy [10] ,[11] used as sequential
assignment technique as shown in Fig.2.The algorithm is
repeated for all hunters till all the calls are hunted and
optimal solution is found.
C. The proposed algorithm for FAP is described as
follows:
Procedure DGWCHD ( )
begin
/* initialization */
get-a- instance (xy),(C), (D);
dij := ;
co := call -ordering for- call list ( );
Fassigned := frequencies assigned table [];
Smin := find minimum spectrum for- call list (co);
/*starting first LOOP, at this level each loop is called an

iteration */
while (all preys are chased and hunted or terminating
condition reached)
/* Phase 1: chasing search by chasers to find co */
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/* select first prey i present on node randomly */
/* put i in co */
Loop /* at this level each loop is called a step */
select a prey pi from node ni i := 1, n;
/* using probabilistic function*/
select next prey pj from node nj j = 1, n-1;

=

for i≠j    ……..( 7)
= 0

for i = j
= -
= ;
= * ф;
= ;

/* put j in co */
end;
/*find prey order co with Smin. */
/*prepare result as co and starting FEA technique to find
FA and Smin. */
FA:=Actual frequency assignment to call list (xo)
fmin= Cmax * (Dmax-1)+1;
fmax:=assign frequency to call list (xo)
for
xi:= select first element of call order co(i)
cn:=cell number= co(i)
F1:=first frequency assigned to x1
FA1cn=1
/* next step to assign frequency to next call xj in call order
*/
fk:=another frequency assigned to xj

fk=FA1cn +Cij;
/*check possibility of assignment and find compatible
available frequency*/
/*repeat same step until call order and all assignment
completed*/

ftr=10*optimal/ Smin ;
for

= - i= pi,j= pj;
= ;

end;
ftr/100;

for
= ;

end
/* Phase 2: hunting by hunters */
begin
for
for

= ; i= pi,j= pj;

end;
end;
/* prepare hunting array */
begin

/*end of while */;
end;
co;
FA
Smin;

Fig.2. Dog Group Wild Chase Hunt Drive Algorithm with
FEA Strategy

Table No. 2:  Various parameters of algorithm are taken for the problem with demand vector D
Instance
Name

α β β+ γ H S ф λ No. of chasers
used nc

No. of hunters
used nh

KUNZ4 0.275 2 -5 1 100 100 0.70 1 73/MDk 50 1

V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS:

Cell number is mentioned horizontally (Ci) and channel
number (assigned) vertically. It has been implemented on
PC employing Intel Core i5-560M processor with 4GB
RAM and using MATLAB version 2012a software and
various parameters of algorithm are taken for the problem
as shown in Table 2. Only one iteration is required find
solution shown in Table 3 of difficult KUNZ4 problem.
As shown in Table 3, the frequency assignment of 73
channels (optimum value) is obtained. The proposed
algorithm finds the solution of this problem in 166
milliseconds, for call ordering 81 milliseconds and 85
milliseconds for assignment using FEA strategy. So, the
proposed algorithm is proved its ability to solve
assignment problem and its further usefulness.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel DGWCHD algorithm, which is based on a
computational model inspired by the way real dogs are
chasing & hunting their prey, has been described for the
MS-FAP. The model chosen to formalize the problem
takes the case of multi-interference. The computational
results presented are very promising for benchmark
considered. With dynamic changes in demand for same
compatibility matrix, result can be obtained for dynamic
assignment problem also.
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Table 3: Simulation Results for Helsinki FAP

C1     C2     C3 C4 C5     C6 C7     C8     C9 C10 C11 C12 C13   C14 C15   C16   C17  C18 C19 C20   C21   C22 C23 C24  C25

2 1 9 1 4 1 15 4 3 18 2 8 12 16 8 1 3 2 9 3 1 12 8 1 4

6 3 17 6 13 5 26 13 12 30 5 10 14 28 10 17 5 4 18 6 4 17 10 3 11

11 5 22 11 15 7 29 16 14 34 7 21 25 37 21 20 13 7 26 11 13 20 14 6 13

20 7 33 20 26 10 44 28 25 40 19 23 27 45 23 31 15 11 29 15 16 28 23 9 16

31 19 39 36 29 54 37 48 24 38 32 54 33 35 19 36 22 25 32 15 18

35 24 46 44 45 56 31 47 41 63 38 39 30 27 21

43 36 55 51 51 64 35 53 49 73 46 34 25

52 42 60 59 72 42 61 57

62 50 70 67 69 65

68 58 71

66
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